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TIME-RESOLVED X-RAY SPECTRA OF LASER-IRRADIATED 

HIGH-Z TARGETS 

P. H. Y. Lee, D. T. Attwood, M. J . Boyle, E. M. Campbell 
L. C. Coleman and H. N. Kornblum 

In laser-produced plasmas, most of the electromagnetic radiation the 

plasma emits l i e in the x-ray regime. The x-rays generated from bremsstrahlung 

and recombination radiation y ie ld direct information on the electron tempera

ture. On the other hand, "hot" electrons are also generated by the resonance 

absorption mechanism as well as other col lect ive ins tab i l i t i es such as para

metric decay, osci l la t ing two-stream and ion turbulence heating. Although 

the exact relationship between "hot" electrons and "hot" x-rays are not f u l l y 

understood, i t has been presumed that the hot x-ray emissions arise from a 

nonthermal high-energy t a i l on the electron energy d is t r ibu t ion . I t would be 

interesting to study the temporal behavior of x-ray emission spectra of 

laser-produced plasmas for a better understanding of laser-plasma interactions. 

At Livermore Lab, we have been able to obtain temporally and spectrally 

resolved x-ray emission spectra from laser-irradiated high-Z targets. The 

1.06 pni laser pulses were typ ica l ly 200 ps FWHM with intensit ies in the 10' 
2 

W/cm range. Simple disk targets of gold or gold/uranium/niobium were used. 

Figure 1 shows the instrument which is used to record x-ray emissions in 

the 1-20 keV range. X-rays emitted from the laser-irradiated target st r ike 

a slit-shaped gold photocathode causing the emission of electrons. The 

"sheet" of electrons is then accelerated, deflected and imaged onto a 

phosphor screen. By the application of a properly timed ramp voltage, the 
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image is swept quickly across the phosphor surface. The time resolution of 

the inrtrument is 15 ps. 

The s l i t of the streak camera was covered with nine to eleven separat; 

K-edge f i l t e r s which produce a temporal variat ion of the x-ray spectrum 

transmitted through the various K-edge f i l t e r s . Figure 2 shows a typical 

f i l t e r pack used with the streak camera. F i l te r elements from Chlorine 

(PVC) to si lver are used to provide the energy range and channels with the 

same element but di f ferent thicknesses provide for error bar estimates in 

the unfolded data. 

A typical streak record is shown in Figure 3. This is a record for a 

U/Au/Nb-disk target irradiated by a 190 ps FWHM laser pulse with an intensity 
1 5 2 

of 3 x 10 W/cm . From streak records l ike these, we can obtain the 

temporal response of each f i l t e r channel, i . e . , the x-ray intensity versus 

time on a channel-to-channel basis. 

Wa note that the "hot" x-rays, i . e . , emissions at higher energy channels 

have a temporal behavior which essentially follows the laser pulse. Figures 4a 

and 4b are temporal x-ray emissions obtained from gold-disk targets irradiated 
15 ? 

by "200 ps FWHM pulses with intensit ies of approximately 3 x 1 0 W/cm", 

a nine-channel f i l t e r pack was used. One can clearly see that the temporal 

x-ray emissions from the higher energy channels have a behavior similar to 
(2) the laser pulse. This is consistent with resonance absorbtion theory ' 

i f "hot" x-rays scales with "hot" electrons, since v /\it^ n s maximum 

at the peak of the pulse, generating the highest energy electrons, also 

generation is most copius at the peak. 
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From the time-resolved emissions obtained from each f i l t e r channel, the 

time-resolved x-ray spectra can be obtained. Figure 5 shows a typical 

result for a gold/uranium/niobium disk target irradiated with a 190 ps 
15 2 

FWHM gaussian pulse, the intensity was 3.05 x 10 w/cm and an eleven-channel 

f i l t e r pack was used. This Figure shows the temporal behavior of the supra-

thermal x-ray t a i l . The " t a i l " is present at about 150 ps before peak x-ray 

emission, increasiny to a maximum value of 16.7 keV at the peak, and then 

decreasing with decreasing laser power. The "cold" x-rays are about 0.8 keV 

throughout the pulse and hardly change with time, indicating that the electron 

temperature is quite constant throughout the pulse; this value also matches 
(31 very well with time-integrated datum which gives a value of T = 0.9 keW ' 

The reason why the thermal temperature does not vary much is due to the fact 

that thermal conductivity (a T ' ) and radiation {a T ) are very strong 

functions of the electron temperature, therefore, equilibrium can be attained 

"instantaneously" and any additional energy dumped into the plasma can be 

easily transported or radiated away. 

F inal ly , a comparison of the experimental results to theory can be seen 

in the last f igure. For the U/Au/Nb disk target, the peak suprathermal 

x-ray t a i l has a temperature of 16.7 keV. The "hot" x-ray pulse is ~130 ps 

FWHM. The formulas for hot electrons* ' ' indicate values of 9.09 keV 

(Forslund, Kindel and Lee) and 21 keV (Estabrook and Kruer). The measured 

value of 16.7 keV appears to be a reasonable value, however, values obtained 

before peak emission (e .g . , at t =-150 ps and -64 ps) indicate that in a 
2 

time-dependent s i tuat ion, the T., dependence on Ix is much stronger, i . e . , 

the power law factor is more than 1/3. Further investigations are required 
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to elucidate this point. 

In summary, we conclude the following: 

1. From time-resolved x-ray emissions, we observe that the "hot" 

x-rays emission follows the pulse shape (for subnanosecond laser 

pulses). 

2. From the time-rosolved x-ray spectra, we have measured the temporal 

behavior of the suprathermal x-ray t a i l . Although the peak value 

agrees well with theoretical predictions, the data seem to indicate 

that the time dependence tend to increase the power law factor m, 

where TM is scaled by (IX ) . 
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TIME RESOLVED X-RAY EMISSION" AND "HOT" X-RAYS AS 
A FUNCTION OF PULSE SHAPE . -Li 
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TIME RESOLVED X-RAY EMISSION AND "HOT" X-RAYS AS A FUNCTION OF PULSE SHAPE -U 
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HOT BLGCTRONi PPEDICTIOMS ? 

• Forslond,K»7\del & Lee [Phys. Rev. Lett. 39 , 2&4-09??)]: 

POK T t = 0.g(l<eV), A = t . ° 6 ( ^ ) ? ^ T H ^ 9.09 keV 
1 - 0.% (J0 , f c W/Cm1) ^ 

9s tabrook fe kruer fuCRl_-7?6f7 ) : 

For T c ^ o.g(keV), X * 1 

I - - 3*io , s(w/c»0 

T„= 21 keV 

Fig. 6 


